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Design is not an art, a science, socio-cultural phenomenon or a business tool.
It is an innovative process which uses Information and expertise  from all these sectors. It uses creativity

First to analyze and synthesize the interactions between them.

Secondly, to offer appropriate and innovative responses which,
in application should go beyond the sum of each sector’s vision 
and capacity and yet remain recognizable and pertinent to them all.

Anne marie Boutin & Liz davis



Today it seems that managements of mass production industries use market to mean a cage in which 
to try and force dynamic reality of society of what people want and feel, rather than as evolved 

cognitive model of the society. At the time when people are changing the way they wished to enjoy 
and benefit from Products. 

And thus marketing based on statistics and logics cannot 
give a clear enough interpretation of design needs.



Two contradictory visions of design have come into picture.

Considering the mass production factory, design is defined as one of the many Technological and 
marketing tools, as a rare spice to make up products and their preparation tastier. This view reduces 
the role of design as a tool is to produce functional products at lower costs and to give a better look 
to products and invite them to buy. We live in a society where all relevant material needs are satisfied 
by production of objects and goes on satisfying people’s needs, instead of paying more attention to 
desires and wishes.

The second view of design is where design is intended as art and poetry. Design becomes “the 
mission” it has less and less meaning of a simple formal project for an object.
These kind of companies, generally private, acting in a capitalistic  society, aware of relationships 
between costs and benefits and being attentive to the fact that they live in a context of material 
culture.



The dissolution and dis-integration of ideologies and political regimes has led to setting free of 
suppressed cultural potentials, which exposes us to enormous richness of cultural expressions.
This global dimensions has led to emergence of different values.

   Co-operation 
     Networking 
       Holistic approaches 
         Intutuive knowledge and rational deduction.
           Cross fertilization of cultures 

 

in place of competition
in place of hierarchies

in place of specialization and segregation.

in place of closing up.

 



Design is a personal act not a response to a formula.
Designers who influence the objective world by planning and designing are inter-related with their environment.
The focus of design, therefore, corresponds to the evolution of social issues and questions.

This evolution can be observed within the immediate history of design:
...thus contact with engineers were 

sought.
......hence books on methodology were 

written.
....and institutions for children and hospitals were 

planned.
.........which resulted into building of crazy furniture.

Thus reason returned due to immanent 
problems of over population, dwindling resources and environment pollution,  

In the 50’s the meaning of ergonomy and engineer sciences was realized

In the 60’s the planning sciences and methodologies was introduced

In the 70’s social responsibility was put into interest

In the 80’s the senses were discovered

The 90’s are surely under the influence of digital technology...........



But still the fundamental objective of design will not change .We shall be seeking to 
improve the function, manufacture and appropriateness of industrial products while 
raising them to the level of art.

But this objective should be accompanied by a profound feeling of responsibility to choose 
the best and the most appropriate solution could and should mean something quite 
different from finding a compromise within the classic Triade of  FUNCTION, PRODUCTION 
and MARKETING.



DESIGN that is prompted by conventional marketing theory leads to the production of an 
unending stream of so called “lifestyle”products, emotionally unsatisfying in the long 
run, they are discarded for some new offering leading to demand for ever more.

The leisure class or the super rich set the ultimate example of conspicuous consumption 
or as they would see it as ”finest Taste”their goods and practices are imitated in their 
turn by the rank below them and so on.



Thank you
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